Gen Ed Committee Meeting Agenda
Mar 30, 2015
2:00 p.m.
GW 106

Present: Wei Chen (Chair), Nora Kim, Farhang Rouhani, Roberta Gentry, Jason Sellers (today’s Secretary); ex-officio members Rita Dunston, Tim O’Donnell, John Morello

Meeting began: 2:02pm

1. Minutes from Feb 23 meeting

Approved

2. Craig Vasey’s request of ALPA substitution for Alex Butron (see forwarded email from Craig Vasey)

Decision: Denied
Rationale: Rather than granting individual exceptions, PHIL 303 should be submitted to the General Education committee for approval if it fulfills ALPA outcomes and the department would like it listed in the catalog.

3. James Keller – Re-eval for NS

Decision: Approved.
Note: Not equivalent to existing, but meets Gen. Ed. requirements/descriptions as well as outcomes.

4. Ilia Pidroutchniak – Re-eval for EL credit

Decision: Approved.

5. Morgan Gresham – Re-eval for NS credit. Was submitted to Dept. Chair for review for EESC-110 credit, have not heard back yet on his decision.

Decision: Wait for Earth and Environmental Science to evaluate the course; if they approve equivalency, it won’t need to come before the committee.

6. Francis Adu – Re-eval for ALP credit.—APPROVE

Decision: Approve for ALPP.

7. Other business
John Morello is updating the catalogue. Seeking confirmation or correction for his additions. He has 2 QR courses, 1 NS sequence, 1 EL course, and 1 GI course that have been approved by the committee; that matches what Rita Dunston has. Wei Chen will review the committee’s minutes and confirm with John.